
Moderne Bierdeckel in Kork-Optik
Instructions No. 1288
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 30 Minutes

The current trend topic "cork" is not only on everyone's lips in the craft scene. Whether furniture, bags or cards - everything is currently being covered and
designed with cork. The natural material cork is very easy to process, can be cut and glued well.

A simple and at the same time creative idea is to glue simple blank beer felts with cork and then paint them creatively.

And it's as simple as that:
Take some blank beer felts /Beer coaster and cut Cork Paper to the same size. It is recommended to glue both the front and the back of the beer mat. The
Cork Paper is made of cork. The cut is self-adhesive and can be easily glued together. Of course you can also fix the blanks additionally with handicraft or
super glue on the beer mat. Let the beer mat dry afterwards 

For the design of the cork-Coaster we have used templates. Here small motifs are particularly suitable for the modern Beer coaster. 
For painting is suitable simple Handicraft paint. If you would like to take Beer coaster with you outside, you can of course also use our outdoor colour 

The stencils are placed on the beer mats and can be dyed with the help of a sponge or brush 
Allow the paint to dry thoroughly - your individual Beer coaster in cork look is ready.

The Beer coaster made of cork looks great at parties and celebrations that you want to give an individual look. For example, write the names of the bridal
couple or transfer the logo of your company to the Beer coaster. 

We wish you a lot of fun with the recreation!

Article number Article name Qty
755634 VBS Chalky Outdoor Color "Basic", set of 5 1

Article information:



120708 Painting sponge "Stippling Brush", set of 3 1
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